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AGENDA 3

AMENDMENTS TO MANDATORY INSTRUMENTS
Draft amendments to 1988 Load Lines Protocol and IGF
Code on the use of watertight doors is expected to be
adopted at this session.
Few discussion to be address is whether the
requirements only applicable to new ships or also
applicable to existing ships.

Although some comments were received as to the
reason the amendments were being made the first
time was only to achieve or remove
inconsistencies on the application of the
regulation in difference instruments and not to
add any more requirements.

MEASURES TO IMPROVE DOMESTIC FERRY SAFETY

It is also realize that few member states have current legislation / national law addressing the same
issues, therefore a technical cooperation might improve the safety of domestic ferry. One of
stakeholders also recommends working group to further align the model regulation with the current
situation to develop the concept much further.

AGENDA 5

In this meeting agenda, whereas previous session have communicated the model regulation for
domestic ferry safety, it is realized that the final instrument lies on the decision of member states.

AGENDA 15

WORK PROGRAMME
Among the discussion which will be discussed under
this agenda Item is “Proposal for a new output on
guidelines and/or regulation for remote inspection and
verifications either on surveys, audit and security.”
Currently several flag states administration have
accepted the use of remote survey / audit conducted
by the RO and their respective Guidelines.

Nevertheless, the current pandemic situation is
making rooms for remote survey to be develop
into a more agreeable standard within the industry
practices which will then become a basis for
practical use in the future and is then hoped to be
align with the IMO convention practices.

The IMO Agenda item listed and explained in this leaflet are part of which that the
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Society wishes to take a careful look into and would then might benefit for the
Administration and the Stakeholder.
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